COUNTERPOISE EARTH KIT—MULTIWIRED
#BU00187

Description
The Tactical Counterpoise is a three wire counterpoise earthing kit using three 10m conductors. It provides improved radiation capability for earth dependant antennas in conditions of low ground conductivity. It has a three wing compact winder and a flat blade terminal to suit various models of “Manpack” HF Transceivers.

Contents
- Tri-wing winder
- 3 x 10m light weight flexi-weave wire
- 3 x end weights (30g)
- PVC insulated connecting wire 1.2m long

Notes
- The counterpoise kit is supplied in shrink-wrap plastic film.
- Flexiweave wire is a stainless steel wire infused nylon cord.
- Alternate connecting terminal for quantities, may be available on request.